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Abstract: The dynamics of Tower Crane is complicated by wind excitation which complicates the wind-induced
vibration response analysis. The random wind-induced response analysis of tower crane is presented based on finite
element method and virtual excitation method. The pulsating wind loads change into multiple-point correlation stationary
excitation. This paper uses Davenport’s wind speed spectrum which does not change with height, and considers multiplepoint correlation of wind-induction. The tower crane was employed as a numerical example; the response spectra and
Mean Square Root (RMS) of the tower crane were obtained by wind-induced vibration. The results indicate that the
vibration of the tower crane showed a greater response in low frequency with the One-third Octave acceleration RMS
being lower. Finally, the influences of the wind-induced vibration on comfort were analyzed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As a kind of engineering machinery and equipment, the
tower crane is widely used in construction. The structural
stability and security are one of the key technologies of
tower crane research. With the increased construction of tall
buildings, operation difficulty increases due to the increase
in the height of the tower crane. As the tower arm
slenderness ratio becomes larger, the wind load effect
becomes more apparent. As the wind loading produces
larger deformation and vibration [1-3], it can have serious
impact on the safety of the tower crane and operational
personnel.
Natural wind exhibits random fluctuations when it flows
over land especially in the built environment full of
obstacles. It is generally believed that natural wind is
composed of average wind and fluctuating wind [4], and the
speed of the wind has an average component and a pulsating
component. Therefore, under the effect of natural wind, the
load structure of wind is composed of two aspects: one is the
average calm load under the action of the wind; and the
second is fluctuating load under the action of random pulse.
The load structure caused by static deformation can be
obtained through static analysis of the structure; whereas
fluctuating wind component causes induced vibration of the
structure. Continuous vibration can cause structure fatigue
damage and also result in discomfort of the workers.
In conventional design, the wind load is often taken into
consideration as the static force and a certain wind vibration
coefficient. The calculation results cannot fully reflect the
dynamic response of wind load excitation. So it is necessary
to carry out the dynamic response analysis of aerial work
machinery under the fluctuating wind load in order to grasp
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the dynamic performance of the structure and improve the
reliability of the system design.
2. BASIC
METHOD

THEORY

OF

PSEUDO-EXCITATION

According to the vibration theory, under zero initial
condition, the constant coefficient linear frequency response
function of the system is the ratio of the input vector and the
output harmonic content, namely:

H (! ) =

X ! (t )

(1)

Y! (t )

Where, H (! ) is the frequency response function; X ! (t ) is
the Fourier transform of x (t ) ； Y! (t ) is the Fourier
transform of y (t ) .
When the linear system is affected by the stationary random
excitation function F (t ) of the spectral density S FF (! ) , the
response of power spectrum is as given in equation (2) [5, 6].
2

S XX (! ) = H S FF (! )

(2)

Where H is the frequency response function, which means
when the random excitation of incentive is ei!t , the
corresponding harmonic response is X (t ) = Hei!t . If the
incentive ei!t is multiplied by the constant S FF ,

which

constructs a virtual incentive function F! (t ) = S FF e , then
i!t

the corresponding virtual response is:

X! (t ) = S FF H (! ) ei!t
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The actual response can be obtained from power spectral
density and cross power spectrum density. The calculation
formula is as follows:
2
2
X! ! X! = X! = H S = S
(4)
FF

XX

F! ! X! = S FF e"i#t S FF Hei#t = S FF H = S FX

(5)

X! ! F! = S FF H !e"i#t S FF Hei#t = H ! S FF = S XF

(6)

where S XX represents the actual response of the power
spectral density, S FX represents the actual incentive and the
actual response of the power spectral density, and S XF
represents the actual response and actual incentive crosspower spectral density. If the system has more than one
response, through (4) ~ (6) type, the available power
spectrum matrix can be obtained
S = X! ! X! T ， S = F! ! X! T ， S = X! ! F! T

height is 10 m; and K is the coefficient which is related to
surface roughness.
Due to the randomness of the pulse wind, a correlation
function coh(ω) is introduced along with consideration of the
correlation among all random excitations; thus, for two
points i and j with a spacing of r, their cross spectrum of
horizontal pulse wind speed can be expressed as follows:

Sij (! ) = Sii S jj coh (! )ij

(10)

Where

$
2
2
2
& "n C x #x + C y #y + Cz #z
coh (! ) = exp &
V10
&
%

(

)

1

2

'
)
)
)
(

Cx = 16, Cy = Cz = 10, these are spatial attenuation
coefficients; Δx, Δy and Δz are coordinate differences.

where * represents complex conjugate and T represents
transpose.

Equations (8) and (9) can form the power spectrum
matrix of the node load, SPP(ω). Obviously, SPP(ω) is a
non-negative Hermite matrix, and can be decomposed as
LDL*; that is,

3. WIND VIBRATION RESPONSE ANALYSIS

S PP (! ) = L* DLT

Fluctuating wind loads on the structure caused by
vibration can be viewed as more coherent random vibration
problem under stationary random excitation; the dynamic
differential equation is set as (7).

where, L is a lower triangular matrix with all diagonal
elements being 1; and D is a real diagonal matrix.

FF

FX

XF

!" M #${ Z!! (t )} + !"C #${ Z! (t )} + !" K #${ Z (t )} = { F (t )}

(7)

Where, !" M #$ , !"C #$ , !" K #$ represent the mass, damping and
stiffness matrix of structure, respectively; { Z (t )} represents
the node displacement vector; and

{ F (t )} represents

the

Taking the kth-column vector of L, {Lk}, and the kth
diagonal element of D, dk, n pseudo-excitation vectors can
be obtained as follows:

{ x! (t )} = { L }
k

k

According to the vibration mode decomposition method,
the equation (7) can be rewritten according to the vibration
mode [7, 8].
j

(8)

j=1

Where q is the selected number of vibration mode, uj
represents the displacement, and ! j represents the vibration
vector.

T

{ z! (t )} = "#! $%"# H $%"#! $% { L }
k

S ff ( n) =

4KV102 x02

(

2
0

n 1+ x

)

4

3

, x0 =

1200n
V10

(9)

Among them: n = ! 2" represents the pulsating wind
frequency; V10 represents average wind speed when the

d k ei&t

(12)

where H is the frequency response function.

H j (! ) =

1
! " ! + 2i# j! j!
2
j

2

where, ωj and ζj are the jth-order self-vibration frequency and
the jth-order damping ratio respectively.
The power spectrum matrix of response {z} can be
obtained from Equation (4):
n

According to the specification, general Davenport
fluctuating wind velocity spectrum is taken as the excitation
spectrum; it does not change with height, since the power
spectrum of its expression is:

(11)

Thus, the pseudo-response of the structure can be
obtained as:

q
j

d k • ei!t , ( k = 1,2,",n)

k

wind load vector of fluctuation.

{ z (t )} = "{! }u (t ) = #$! %&{u (t )}

•

&

T

!"S #$ = %{ z! } { z! }
zz
k
k

(13)

k=1

4. WIND VIBRATION RESPONSE ANALYSIS FOR
TOWER CRANE
Taking QTZ25 tower crane for example, the working
width is 30 m and the lifting height is 27 m. The tower arm
and balance arm use the element simulation of beam4
element. The pull rod can be simulated through using Linkl0
element. The tower crane is established as a finite element
model composed of 337 nodes and 840 elements, as shown
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The first 10 order vibration modes.

Order Time
Natural Frequency (Hz)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.25

0.58

0.65

1.64

2.56

3.85

4.04

5.25

6.86

7.54

in Fig. (1). To obtain vibration mode, modal analysis is
conducted in ANSYS and the first 10 orders of vibration
modes are selected with significant influence, each of which
has a damping ratio of 0.02. The descriptions and diagrams
of the first 10 orders of vibration modes are shown in Table 1.

frequency and the main vibration mode frequency are nearly
the same. The influence of the wind speed on the vibration
was large as the amplitude has obviously increased with the
increase in the wind speed.

Fig. (1). Finite element model of tower crane.

The landscape coefficient was K = 0.039, the basic wind
pressure was taken as 0.9 kN/m2, and Davenport pulse wind
speed spectrum was selected as the standard wind speed
spectrum. Using the frequency range of 0.1Hz to 20Hz, in
the MATLAB simulation program, the tower arm at the
front of node 328 and location of operation room node 157,
horizontal and vertical displacement, velocity and the acceleration power spectrum was obtained as shown in Figs. (2-7).

Fig. (3). Horizontal velocity spectra of node 328.

Fig. (4). Horizontal acceleration spectra of node 328.influence of
the wind speed on the vibration is large as the amplitude obviously
increased with the increase in the wind speed.

Fig. (2). Horizontal displacement spectra of Node328.

From the Figs. (2-7), it can be seen that the main
response frequency is between 1 and 3 Hz. Vibration
response is obvious, and in the other frequency, the vibration
is relatively small, but the natural frequency of vibration

Recent studies have shown that [9, 10] sensitive
frequency of human body in the vertical (up and down)
fluctuation is between 4 and 8 Hz and the sensitive
frequency of horizontal vibration (back and forth) is between
1-2 Hz. Some area of the body can produce resonance with
the increased frequency. These vibrations can affect the
sensitive and the comfort level of the personnel. Severe
vibration response is less than 30 Hz, the influence of
vertical vibration on comfort is about 70%, and horizontal
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vibration is about 12%. In order to study the effect of
vibration on personnel comfort, the response spectrum is
calculated through pseudo-excitation method. In frequency
range of 1 to 20 Hz, a series of discrete frequency points are
selected, through the type (13), and the mean square root of
acceleration can be calculated.

!1 =
3

#

1.12 f r
0.89 f r

S zz d "

(14)

Tables 2 and 3 list the horizontal and vertical 1/3
frequency multiplication acceleration root mean squares in
the location of operation room node 157. According to the
international standard ISO 2631 body fatigue/efficiency
lower limit, the acceleration root mean square of the type of
tower crane is standard 8 hours working efficiency under the
lower limit, which can ensure that the workers are not
influenced by the wind vibration in the working time [11].

Fig. (5). Vertical displacement spectra of node 328.

Fig. (7). Vertical acceleration spectra of node 328.

CONCLUSION
With the complex characteristics of the tower crane
under random dynamic wind load, the traditional design can
not reflect its dynamic response accurately. In the study, the
finite element method and pseudo-excitation method were
adopted in the wind induced vibration response analysis of
the tower crane. It can accurately reflect the operation arm
vibration response caused by a fluctuating wind load and can
also improve the efficiency of computing. It can provide a
feasible way for wind induced vibration analysis of a
working truck.
Through the analysis of the level, vertical displacement,
velocity and acceleration of the power spectrum of the tower

Fig. (6). Vertical velocity spectra of node 328.
Table 2.

One-third Octave acceleration RMS (horizontal).

Mid-Frequency of Octave Band/Hz

(

! 1/3 / m " s#1

Table 3.

)

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

4

5

6

8

10

0.05

0.17

0.32

0.45

0.23

0.103

0.068

0.024

0.017

0.01

One-third Octave acceleration RMS (Vertical).

Mid-Frequency of Octave Band/Hz

(

! 1/3 / m " s#1

)

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

4

5

6

8

10

0.15

0.22

0.45

0.63

0.29

0.23

0.17

0.07

0.04

0.03
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arms, it was observed that the main response frequency is
between 1 and 3Hz. Vibration response is obvious and the
influence of the wind speed on the vibration is large as the
amplitude obviously increased with the increase in wind
speed.
One third acceleration mean square root of the tower arm
at each frequency point is below the international body
fatigue/efficiency standards of ISO2631, and it has no
significant effect on the workers.
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